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1. Introduction
Extensive programmes of investigations of partial nuolear
transitions in pion scattering and in pion photoproductlon performed
up to now provided a lot of experimental data. This holds especially
true for the lp-shell nuolel. One should now try to understand these
reactions simultaneously, taking as an input the fixed nuclear
structure information and a unified description of the reaction me
chanisms.
To describe these reactions, phenomenologlcal as well as micro
scopical approaches have been used. In this report we mainly concen
trate on the microscopical one based on the multiple scattering
theory (HST). The approach was described at the first Workshop
тл

/о/

and subsequently applied to
С ''. Since we have observed a satis
factory agreement of the theoretioal and experimental results, we
expect that the main physloal content of the reactions analysed is
correctly described by our approach, and shall here continue the
analysis of new data and further effects.
II. Basic elements of Microscopical Theory of С Л", J'"' ) and ( $ 5Г
) - reactions
}

2.1. When the plon is scattered on a free nucleon JT ( *, )
+ Л/ ( Pi ) —»JT'( *z ) + N' ( P* ) the corresponding amplitude in
the ( жЫ ) cm. system reads:
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where £1(2) - are unit vectors along the momentum of an incoming
(outgoing) pion. Scalar functions ii
depend on two variables:
S «_(*, + Pa ) and t > _( к. - K ) . They are determined from
/3/
the phase 3hlft analyses. Salomon parameterization
was used for
the calculations of j-^ .
Уог pion photoproduction /(*,) + Л/СP) -> Ж ( К ) + N'(Pi)
the elementary amplitude In the ( Л A/ ) - cm. system reads
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where -f. are linear combinations of three independent scalar
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functions - J
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Here %,Is the 1 so spin part of the plonlc ware function. To
determine these scalar funotlons, one has to use one of the modelseither the dispersion relations, or the phenomenologioal I>agranglans.
Two Terslons of the amplitude, called CGLN and BDW, Ьате been deriTed
Ъу using the first method, and the third, ED, Ъу using the seoond one.
For details see ref,
.
2.2. To get the amplitude of pion scattering and of pion photopreduotion on nuclei, one may start with the amplitude of the elemen
tary ргосезз and to use the HST. According to the KST one can consider
pion-nuclear interaction as a subsequent resoattering of a pion on
the nueleons In the nucleus. The corresponding T-natrix reads

(4)
w!iere G is the Green function for a free Jr A system, tj
scattering matrix on a bound nucleon. It is connected with t
rix (scattering matrix on a free nuoleon) by the relation

Is the
-mat

In (5) Q is the Green function for a free JTA/ system.
In pion photoproduotion on nuclei when the pion rescattering
in the framework of MST is taken Into aooount for Г matrix one has:
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In (6) tj
is the pion photoproduotion matrix on a bound nuoleon.
One oan rewrite both expressions for T and T
in the form of a
system of integral equations:
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Following ref. ' *
one oan rewrite tbe system of equations
(7) In the total-momentum j
representation. Then for a nuclear
transition from the ground lo> to an excited state /i> one gets:
l) for the plon soattering
(9)

Ы'Ю=Ы**-т&л&-7^м&)*«
i l ) for plon photoproduotion
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(*]*) = ({-,*'; L ,tf) , Uj3T) = r O ; ^ , 0 '
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2.3. To solre (9) and ( Ю ) , the following approximations are
usually used:
у
i) the many-hody operators t- and £• are replaced oy two-body
operators £; and i..
;
11) only few intermediate nuclear states are taken Into acoount in
the sum over n. (ooupled ohannel method);
ill) in particular, only two ohannels - ( Я , O ) = (0,0) and
( , О ) are used тегу often; putting n. •= n
, one arrives at
the DSIA equations;
I T ) faotorieation approximation - JTA/ amplitude is evaluated at
effective micleon momenta.
2.4. Huelear matrix elements for lp-shell nuclei in equations
(9) and (10) are oaloulated either in the shell model or in some
phenomenologloal model. In all the oases the model oust reproduoe
the electromagnetic form faotors for the levels which are of Interest.
At this point some proDions, however, arise. Firstly, one needs some
estimate of the mesonlc exohange ourrents. Their quantitative contri
bution Is somewhat uncertain. To oaloulate nesonic exohange ourreate
unambiguously, one needs to extend the apaoe of the wave funotlons
and to take into aooount the nuoleonio correlations inoludlng гКш _
exoltatlons. However, the inclusion of 2 Л10 -configurations on a
rigorous ground is not realised. Therefore, the situation remains
uncertain.
ft
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In this situation it is interesting to consider such transi
tions) where the mesonie exohange ourrents contribute only slightly.
A magnetic transition of a high multipolarlty is a good example of
this type» One can oonsider» e.g.,
B, «here two isoreotor H3 tran
sitions are known.
Very interesting is
nuoleus since here one oan oonstruct
the ware functions more realistic than the shell model ones. Consi
dering Li as anot/ViV system and using realistio A V and Л/л/ po
tentials, one can solre the Schrbdinger equation using, for example,
the procedure described in ref.
.
The last part of the report will be devoted to the spin-isospln
dlpole resonance in p-shell nuclei and Its manifestation in pion
photoproduction reactions.
III.

Partial Transitions in Pion Photoproduction Reactions
on Light Nuclei

3.1. The partial 1 Т = 0*0 -> 1*1 transition in C . In the
shell model based only on the is*ip*
configurations (Cohen and
Kurath (CK) as an example) for this transition a strong contribution
of the second maximum to reproduoe the experimental data - Tig. la.
When a model space is enlarged by means of some 2few
- configura
tions, the region of the second maximum is described almost without
exohange currents. However, as has been mentioned, this procedure
itself is somewhat ambiguous. One may parametrize the nuclear matrix
elements in the framework of the Helm model (HM) or parametrize the
nuclear ware function (like Dubach and Haxton (DH) ) to reproduoe the
Ml form factor in
С (see fig. la ) .
Л

1 2

The Ml-form factor in
С is desoribed by two matrix elements:
[101] , which is due to the operator e" j (%i)
and Г121], which is
due to the operator Л г ^ ? ) Г б « У ] ^ . Fig. lb shows that different
approaches give different values for these matrix elements.
In fig.2 the results of calculations of differential cross-sec
tions in transition C ( jr', Я )' C (l , 1; E*- 15.1 MeV) are given.
The CK version, which has not reproduoed the 1П. form factor, fails
to reproduoe the measured
( Л" , я ' ) oross-seotlon. From this one
concludes that the second maximum in the UX-form factor is hardly due
to exohange currents. At the same time it beoomes d e a r that 2 R u > oonfiguratlons are very important for the region of the second maxi
mum.
Let us discuss now the pion photoproduotion (fig. За). In none
of the versions it is possible to reproduoe the experimental data
starting from в - 90 ° when T
» 70 H Y
. On the other hand,
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as it is pointed out in ref.
, one of the phase equivalent plon-nuolear potentials brings the results In coincidence with the expe
rimental data (Flg.3b). To realize what is the matter» let us constC(e.c)
TT-iE*-15.iMeV
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F i g . l . a. -JO. form factor in 12,С In different models, b - the
transition densities l*?
(*-) *•« m-transition.
SL7

der a simple qualitative example. Taking into account only pionlo
S - and p -waves, we get for the differential cross-section (in
the one-shell approximation
' )

tfe/rfa-/£,!*

= 15+*>»«*/*•

( 1 1 )

where ^ д о = ^(/>y 1s(f> ,
*s(f) - is the plane-ware part of the
partial amplitude for S f p ) -pion ware and 1_sip) - distortion faotor. Let us oonsidar, as given In Tig»4, two different situation for
f^
and Fp , Because F
and Fp interfere destructively, the
cross seotion at large angles becomes very sensitive to the different
values of It,
у ** eeooaes important to calculate also inelastic
plon scattering " and coherent photoproduotlon of neutral plon' .
3.2. the partial transitions In M . The wave funotlons of C
have been oonstruoted within the shell model. The oontruotlon of the
I,
С wave functions on a more rigorous ground is a very dlffioult
problem, and one does not expeot a substantial progress in this aspect
s
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D i f f e r e n t i a l oroas-section for C ( Л + , Л ' ) С
Cl 1 , E »15.1 MeV) reaction ". The experimental data
are from ref. /7/

in the nearest future. On the other hand, bl due to its specific
features has allowed a definite progress. The waTe functions of ^.1
oan he constructed within the 3-body model mentioned In the intro
duction with the realistic potentials. This method, however, descri
bes the Ml form factor satisfactory only up to <{, ~ 0.5 fln" and
does not reproduce it at larger <£ -values. It turns out that the
distribution of magnetization ourrent In the ground state is descri
bed only roughly in this three-body model. The same problem will
arise in pion photoproduotIon, too (see fig. 4a).
let ua consider pion photoproduotion with transition to
2*1 (E*= 1.8 HeV) state of H e (see flg.ib). In this ease the discre
pancy between the theory and «txperiiient "
In forward direction of
outgoing plons Is тегу important. Since the contribution of 10.
1
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Fig.3. d^/dCl
f
_' С^Я*) В s. reaction.
The results of calculation
are ( a ) - r « ; f . and(b) from r e f .
. ( с ) -qualitatiте interpretation.
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multipole Is small, the cross-section cannot be so large at small
angles. As for this point, we would like to call attention of the
experimentalists to it.
3.3. У1оп photoproduction in
В . H3-transltions.
In
В there are well-known examples of M3-transltions. They arise
when J " T = ff*l and the first J T = 2 1 levels are exoited. The
corresponding electromagnetic form faotors are given in Fig.5a. Only
the operator j* C^"0 [ S * Y ]
, contributes to the transition,
whenis*lp
configurations are used. The results given in fig.5a
are obtained with Boyarkina wave functions
. The experimental
data exist up to tj, ~ 2.0 fm and are well reproduced by this model.
For plon photoproduction the data exist for a wide region of ener
gies of incoming У -quanta up to Ey = 340 MeV at two angles:
Q„ - +5° and О = 90°.
Four versions of calculations are shown in Flg.5b,o. At 6^ «90°
all the versions give the same oross section, which overestimates the
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Fig.4. The differential oross-seetlon for the Ы ( X, Л ) Не
reaction. Our results obtained: 1- in (*.\W -model, 2 - with
Donnelly and Waleclca parametriisation for nuolear transition density
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data at lower energies and agrees wltu experinent for tj, ^ 230 MeT,
The agreeaent of different calculations is apparently connected with
the
S -wave oharaoter of JtfJ interaction! the p -wave contri
bution vanishes at 6 - 90°.
fhe situation changes oompletely when & = 45°. Various theo
retical Torsions give different results. This may he due to the p ware contribution which is different in the four versions used.
It seems to be important to oontinue the consideration of this
problem and to dlsouea simultaneously lnelastio pion scattering,
where the sane problem appears,
3.4. Partial transitions in lnelastio pion aoattering.
The interference between spin-dependent and spin-independent watrlx
elements.
let us now oonaider (. JT , JT' )-reaotlon with transitions on
2*0( J*- 4.4 MeT), 2 1 ( »"- 16,1 MeT) leTels In C and 3 0( S * « 2.18 MeT) in °li. In all these three oases In the A
-resonance
region the differential oross-saotion has two lamps (see fig.6 and
fig.7). The huaps are more pronounoed in 12,С for the isoaoalar transitian.
Я
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Such a gross-structure of differential cross section results
from a specific behaviour of the elementary amplitude in the
£\
resonance region. Indeed, in this region in the elementary amplitude
(l) the Ps/i
-wave dominates. Neglecting the other waves, one gets
for
s

bro *
At в

л

= 90°, :f

0(T)

3

*P*

( 1 2 a )

"* ** '

= o. i

O(T) differs in sign in forward and backward
hemisphere. This results in a two-hump structure of differential
cross—sections.
The most pronounced humps appear when the contribution of (12b)
is small due to the smallness of the corresponding nuclear matrix
12
elements. Such a situation holds in
С for the isoscalar transition.
For two other transitions considered the minimum is partly filled by
fs(sT)
part of the amplitude.
Both the position of minimum and the magnitude of humps depend
on the energy Tjr of incoming piona. The reason is as follows: a
different momentum transferred is realized at &n • 90° when Т
is varying. This means that f ( \
becomes equal to zero at diffe
rent values of "J,
. The nuclear form faotor amplifies this differen
ce In elementary amplitude, giving rise to the groas-struoture of
differential cross-sections.
18
3.5. Partial transition in inelastic pion scattering on
0
and the difference in 3patial distributions of neutron and proton
densities.
In the vicinity of the (3,3) resonance the elementary 31 ~ -neutton (or Л
-proton) amplitude is about 3 times as large as the л
proton (or jr* -neutron) one. Long time ago it has therefore been
suggested that comparison of the scattering of positive and negative
plons may provide detailed information on the difference of neutron
and proton distributions in nuclei.
Let us assume the case of a completely inert nuclear core and a
transition fully due to the valence neutrons. In such a case
ft = G(JI-)/G(JI+)
« 9 should be expected. The transition C
^*
C
(2^ , 8.32 MeV) seems to provide a dramatic example: the 2* excita
tion, though well pronounced in jr* -scattering, is practloally invi
sible in the л - _
С reaction.
In a sense muoh more Interesting - though more complicated examples are those, where oore degrees of freedom take part in the
я
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1'ig. 6. dfe/toor C ( ^ , ОТ*') C-reactio.»
calculated in the CC (coupled channel)
method and Ш1А, using Cohen-Kurath
transition densities with the renorm&lisation needed to reproduce (e, e') data.
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wave functions. Experimental data are
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from r e f .
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0 (2^ , 1.98 Нет) transitransition, E.g.,for the ° , , —
has been observed as 1.86, 1.58,
tion, the ratio
and 1.66 at
Т
» 164, 180 and 230 HeY, respectively. It Is
dear that collective exoltatlons whloh destroy the Inert
0 core
play an Important role In damping the above estimate of £ • 9.
The standard approaoh to Interpreting these results la to fit
the parameters ( f>R \ and ( &R. ) of the naorosoopio nuolear
model «o that the WfIA oaloulatlons describe the plon scattering
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data. In fig.8 we show the first results obtained by using л micro
scopic nuclear model ' , The ware funotlons of the 0* _ and 2t
IB
g.e.
*
excited states of
О were calculated within the generalised hyperspherical function method developed by Fllippor and collaborators.
/ 1 5

Fig.8. Гае differential
crosa-seotions of ( JT- ,
^
JF ) reaction l n 0
.
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In this approach the collective
nucleonlc motions in the nucleus
i

are dynamically described in terras
<
of the A-hody Schrbdinger
equation with a fixed Л/л/ interac
tion. Besides the realistic
oase P Ф fp
shown In fig. в,
a calculation has also been
performed by U3ing our coupled—
-ohannel scattering program
MBSOS for the oase fк = f
'•Che results (not shown) for ЗГ"
and J?
scattering are then very close to eaoh other in strong
disagreement with experiment.
n
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Exoltation of Spin-Isospln Dipole Resonanoe in
p-Shell Nuolel

In p-shell nuclei a concentration of epin-isospin dipole tran
sitions takes place. Such a concentration has been manifested in
radiative plon capture from mesoatomlc orbits. Typical examples of
such a concentration are given in fig.9a (theory) and flg.9b
1 2С(л" , Ц ) reaction is calculated in the oon(experiment) /16/
/17/
ln the bound shell model. In
tlnuum shell model
two others
photoproduotion, when plons are emitted in forward direction} the
ваше levels as in ( JT J^ ) reaction are excited in p-3hell nuclei.
When pions are emitted in backward direction, the transition of
higher aultipolarity dominates in ( tf,Л )-reaction on light nuclei.
The spin-isospiJi dipole resonanoe has also been observed in Li.
The observation has been made in different reactions s (JT~, У ) ,
( f"jr ) and ( i p ) _ flg.10, Tor the giant reaonanoe in Til its
oonflguratlonal splitting is very typical. The grose-struoture of the
nuolear response is a result of euoh a splitting. For a detailed
/iq/
disousslon see ref.
.
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V.

Conclusion

Vie hare discussed some aspects of pion photoproductlon and Inelas
tic plon scattering processes on p-shell nuclei. These reaotlons
together «1th electron scattering hare become an Important tool for
nuclear structure studlea. The formalism developed made It possible
to describe a large number of experimental data from a general point
of view on the nuclear structure. At the same time some contradic
tions between theory and experiment hare been found. The reason Is
not jet clear . Additional studies, both theoretical and experimental,
are needed to make clear these points. Some of them have been rtiscussed in this report.
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8 Объединенном институте ядерных исследовании начал
выходить сборник "Краткие сообщения ОИЯИ". В нем
будут помещаться статьи, содержащие оригинальные научные,
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ОИЯИ", статьи, вошедшие в сборник, имеют, как и другие
издания ОИЯИ, статус официальных публикаций.
Сборник "Краткие сообщения ОИЯИ" будет выходить
регулярно.

The Joint Institute for Nuclear Research begins publi
shing a collection of papers entitled JINR Rapid Communioations which is a section of the JINR Communications
and is intended for the accelerated publication of impor
tant results on the following subjects:
Physics of elementary particles and atomic nuclei.
Theoretical physics.
Experimental techniques and methods.
Accelerators.
Cryogenics.
Computing mathematics and methods.
Solid state physics. Liquids.
Theory of condensed matter.
Applied researches.
Being a part of the JINR Communications, the articles
of new collection like all other publications of
the Joint Institute for Nuclear Research have the status
of official publications.
JINR Rapid Conmunications

will be issued regularly.

Эрамжян Р.А. и др.
Рассеяние электронов и пионов
и фоторождение пи-мезонов на легких ядрах

Е4-85-523

Рассматриваются парциальные переходы в реакции фото
рождения пионов на ядрах L i , В и С. Особое внимание уде
лено необходимости совместного анализа как (у,!г)так и(е,е')
и (|г,(г')-реакций. Приведены конкретные примеры такого анализа,
при использовании как феноменологического, так и микроскопи
ческого подходов. Показано, что микроскопический подход дает
правильные представления о механизме (у.») ,(е,е')и ("•"•')
реакций при промежуточных энергиях. Рассматриваются спин-изоспиновые дипольные резонансы в ядрах 1р -оболочки. Показано,
что гросс-структура спектра возбуждения ядерной системы
обусловлена конфигурационным расщеплением резонанса.
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Работа выполнена в Лаборатории теоретической физики
ОИЯИ.
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Eramzhyan R.A. et al.
E4-85-523
Pion Inelastic Scattering, Pion Photoproduction ,
and Inelastic Electron Scattering on Light Nuclei
Partial transitions in pion photoproduction and in
elastic pion scattering are analysed together with inelastic
electron scattering on lp -shell nuclei ( L i , B , C ) . The
dependence of differential cross-sections on the p-wave
part of pion-nuclear interaction is discussed. The role
of spin-independent and spin-dependent matrix elements in
formation of differential cross-sections in (»,*')-reaction
is established. Spin-isospin dipole resonance excitations
in lp -shell nuclei are considered.
1 0
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The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory
of Theoretical Physics, JINR.
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